
MEDHA SUKTHAM



Om, the universal rhythm, that which is the most exalted in all the sacred texts (brahma, sciences) 
[the superior most pleasure, wish]. For the sake of the vedAs it [the Om] emerged simultaneously 
from the eternal one (brahma). May that superior one deliver (gratify, protect, bestow) me. Oh Lord, 
may I become the possessor of the eternal nectar (of divine wisdom).

May my body become active (performing, practicing). May my tongue become the sweetest [may it 
speak pleasant words]. May I hear [wisdom and shAstrAs] abundantly with my ears. You [Om] are the 
treasure of the brahman, filled (covered, one who knows the deep secrets) with the divine intellect. 
May the shAstrAs (sacred knowledge) be preserved (protected) in me [or may sacred knowledge be 
my protection]. May there be peace, peace, peace [within, outside, everywhere].
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OUM! Oh medha (one who facilitates the power of ‘grasping’, intelligence, wisdom, prudence) dEvi
(deity, Her majesty), one who is all pervading (universal), all auspicious, one who takes delight in all 
minds, may you not back away from us. We have [previously] taken pleasure in harsh words (spoken 
that which is not worthy of; wrongly pronounced), but by your grace we, endowed with virtues, will 
speak that which is valuable (significant).
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Blessed by you (by your grace) one becomes a seer (sage, a ray of light, knowledgeable of brahman), 
by your favor one becomes brahman, one becomes wealthy. Blessed by you one discovers (produces, 
accomplishes) clarity (distinction, excellence, curiosity, brilliance, variegatedness) and radiance 
(prosperity). Please bless us with that essence (wealth, strength, substance, power) Oh medha
(power of intellect personified or the deity).
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May Lord Indra (my own purified senses) grant me the nourishment (mental vigor, stamina), may 
Goddess Saraswati (deity associated with eloquence, wisdom, power of speech, education / 
knowledge/ learning) grant me the intellect [academic excellence]. May the twin Ashvinis (deities of 
nostrils, the divine physicians), garlanded with lotuses, infuse the power of intellect [the smart 
looks]. May she grant me the intellect that which is in the apsarAs (wives of the gandarvAs known for 
beauty and grace) and creative intelligence of the gandarvAs (celestial musicians). May Sarasvati, 
manifested as Surabhi (the fulfiller of all wishes, celebrated, divine cow, charming), endow me with 
divine intelligence [ability to see beyond the limitations of the ordinary senses].
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May She, the one with the golden complexion (the imperishable), who is universal, by who the entire 
manifestation - all variegatedness (all life forms) - attains excellence, by who the earth (heavens and 
lower planets, the mankind) becomes intelligible (suitable, accessible, passable), approach me (come 
near to me). The one who is powerful, swelled with milk (the free-flowing, pure / sAtvika
knowledge), the one with the lovely form, may she – medhA (the intellect) – be pleased.
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May He infuse in me prudence, virility (progeny, people, society), and the brilliance of the fire (the 
charm, the splendour, the passion). May He infuse in me prudence, progeny, and the best of the 
senses (vigour). May He infuse in me prudence, progeny, and sun (one who enables one to see and 
to sustain) give me his radiance (the ability to see within; enlightenment).
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